
TAKE YOUR
CHANCE!
A career at deister electronic





WHO
WE ARE
For more than 40 years, deister electronic has been an internationally modern 
and sustainably managed family business with headquarters in Barsinghausen. 
We develop secure automation solutions that enable our customers to automate 
processes, reduce operating costs and increase security levels. 
 
We are proud that many of the world‘s leading companies are among our customers 
and appreciate our innovative spirit, outstanding product quality and comprehensive 
service.
  
With a worldwide staff of 250 employees and 5 international offices, we are able to 
serve our customers globally and optimally respond to local conditions and customer 
requirements. This means that innovation and the customer are always the focus of 
our attention.





WHAT
WE DO
From research and development through production to service and support, 
deister electronic develops secure automation solutions for the whole world at its 
Barsinghausen location.
 
As an independent manufacturer, we have the freedom to develop our ideas with a 
focus on innovation and continuous improvement. The customer is the focus of our 
attention and is involved in product development from the very beginning within the 
framework of our agile working methods.
 
Our solutions are used in the administration of buildings and company premises 
to manage access to buildings and individual rooms, to monitor the building and 
to control access to the site. In addition, our solutions can also manage work 
equipment, processes, sensitive items and consumables. The big advantage for the 
customer: Everything works fully automatically.



Anatoli Stobbe
Founder and CEO

Nicolas Stobbe
Successor and CEO



INNOVATION IS
OUR DRIVING 
FORCE

Over 40 years of experience
and 100 % privately owned.
Giving us the flexibility we need.

120 Patents
and 30 % reinvestment in 
research and development.

RFID Experts
and co-inventor of today‘s 
RFID technology.

Over 10,000 installed systems
 including the management of 
more than 10,000,000 assets.
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1978
Anatoli Stobbe, CEO & Foun-
der, founded deister electronic 
in 1978 in Barsinghausen near 
Hanover.

1987
Expansion - Subsidiaries are es-
tablished in the USA, Canada, 
Great Britain and France. La-
ter, further expansions to Japan 
and Singapore took place.

1985
First own solution: A guard tour 
system, which quickly became 
the leading system for security 
companies.

1990
Development of the first read-
able and writeable RFID chip. 
This technology lays the foun-
dation for today‘s variety of 
products and over 100 world-
wide patents.

1992
RFID is now the core technology 
and production of the first 
access control readers begins. 
The product portfolio grows. 
Many markets become aware of 
deister electronic and become 
accessible.

2004 
deister electronic develops 
the first textile laundry Trans-
ponder. This transponder can 
be flexibly integrated into clo-
thing and products such as 
doormats or life vests.

2006 
Electronics become mecha-
tronics. With the introduction 
of electronic key cabinets 
and digital locking systems, 
the know-how regarding 
mechanical design and pro-
duction increases at deister 
electronic.



OUR
HISTORY
In 1978, Anatoli Stobbe founded the company deister electronic. At the beginning, the 
small team developed for other companies. Until 1985, when the first own solution 
was developed - an electronic guard tour system that automatically documents the 
guard‘s patrols. It was a complete success and since then deister only developed 
its own products and systems and continuously expanded its portfolio of solutions.

Today, our portfolio comprises over 10 solutions and hundreds of different products 
that can be operated stand-alone or in a connected system.
In the course of developing new products, many innovations have emerged, such as 
the first RFID transponder chip, which is the foundation of today‘s RFID technology. 
Until today, innovation is the driving force at deister electronic.
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2015
Individual products are increa-
singly becoming networked sys-
tems. Software development takes 
on a new, central role at deister 
electronic.

2017
The deister electronic systems evolve, 
creating a local intelligence and ex-
changing data with each other - in 
the sense of the Internet of Things.





“I love it!
It is doing great and most everyone 

loves how the system works. 
I passed on the idea to add another 

256 key cabinet in a remote area and 
everyone thinks it’s a great idea.  

I cannot speak any more highly of 
deister electronic equipment.”

Matthew Downey
Security Supervisor - Tesla

OUR
CUSTOMERS
Our customers solve highly complex tasks in our society on a daily basis, such 
as industry, transport, health care, police, hotels, chemistry and many others. We 
support these companies in their efficiency in many ways every day. After all, when 
administrative tasks are automated, there is room for more productivity.





WHY
CHOOSE US?
Demanding tasks require specialists. And it is exactly these people who feel 
comfortable at deister electronic, because the employees and the working atmosphere 
at deister are something very special.  Ok, that‘s what many companies claim about 
themselves, but really a lot is different at deister electronic. Humanity, family values 
and flat hierarchies are written in capital letters here and making mistakes does not 
mean failure to us, but is a motivation to improve. We want to talk about problems, 
make mistakes, learn from them and improve - collectively. This is exactly what our 
customers expect from us. For this reason, we also create a great environment for 
our employees in which they enjoy working.



WE PROVIDE 
VITAMINS
Fresh apples, juices and water are available 
365 days a year free of charge. And since 
coffee is a major fuel for many, it is also 
here - for free - in all its variations, such 
as latte macchiato, espresso, chocolate 
cappuccino or just coffee.



WE CREATE 
FREEDOM
Not only for lunch break do our rooms, 
modern kitchens and food areas invite you 
to make your day creative and varied. To 
recharge your batteries in between, our 
inner courtyard invites you to relax with 
beautiful beach chairs, seating and plenty 
of free space.



TEAM- 
BUILDING
Team building experiences promote team 
spirit, communication and motivation. The 
events also have positive effects on the 
working atmosphere in the company.



WE CELEBRATE 
TOGETHER
At Christmas, we celebrate the end of the 
year together. In summer, the whole family 
is invited to our summer party. Since we 
give it all every day, we also have a good 
time.



„The working atmosphere at deister electronic is 
very pleasant. The mutual inspiration and the joint 
development of products works wonderfully here. 
Some colleagues have been employed here for over 
20 or 30 years. I myself have been here for 29 years 
now. I think that says it all.“

Stefan E.
Director - Research & Development (CTO)

LONG TERM
EMPLOYMENT IS 
FOR A REASON



„We receive very good and varied training and 
support.We learn a lot about what we need for our 
day-to-day work and as trainees we are just as much 
a part of the team as long-term employees. We are 
not the typical coffee makers!” 

Celine E.
Apprentice - Marketing

THERÉ S A LOT
INVESTED IN ME

„My performance in the area of programming is 
totally appreciated and is even being used in a fully 
automatic laundry dispensing system, which we test 
and further develop together with the customer. That 
really feels great!“ 

Maximilian B.
Intern - Development

IT COULDN‘T
BE BETTER



deister.com/careers

deister electronic GmbH
Hermann-Bahlsen-Straße 11
30890 Barsinghausen, Germany
Tel.: +49 5105 516111
Fax: +49 5105 516217
E-Mail: info.en@deister.com
Web:  www.deister.com

GO 
FOR IT!


